Week Ending: February 01, 2019

Top Stories This Week
What To Expect From 5G, The Next Generation Of Wireless Networks
Never in the history of the mobile phone has there been so much hype about a new technology ahead
of its launch than there is with 5G. (msn.com)

Why Amazon And Google's Best Days Are Ahead
Imagine standing on the curb and your taxi pulls up… but there’s no driver inside. (forbes.com)

Products & Services
Comcast Set To Rollout Now TV Globally
Comcast announced its plans to expand its offering around the world with a new direct -to-consumer
streaming service based on Europe’s Now TV, with a launch in early 2020. (ibc.org)

Aetna, IBM Launching New Blockchain Healthcare Network
A group of leading health insurers including Aetna, now owned by CVS Health, launched a
collaboration with PNC Bank and IBM to design a blockchain healthcare network that will improve
transparency and interoperability in the industry. (fiercehealthcare.com)

Emerging Technology
Microsoft’s Dual-Screen Andromeda Could Quickly Adjust Its Interface Using Ultrasound
Tech
It seems that Microsoft might be planning to use a clever system of ultrasound sensors when it comes
to potential dual-screen devices like Andromeda. (techradar.com)

Terabyte Smartphones Are Coming, Thanks To New Samsung Storage Chip
Smartphones hold most of our lives now in photos, videos, music, and more, and Samsung's latest
tech will make it so they can store even more. (arstechnica.com)

Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
Dropbox Purchases Workflow Startup HelloSign For $230 Million
Dropbox announced Monday its plans to purchase electronic signature startup Hel loSign for $230
million in cash. (fortune.com)
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Industry Reports
Here’s Why Bitcoin Isn’t The Next Gold, In One Chart
The narrative that bitcoin is a hedge against market turmoil and will one day replace gold as the go-to
haven asset is freely, and consistently, bandied about within many crypto circles. (mark etwatch.com)

We Analyzed 16,625 Papers To Figure Out Where AI Is Headed Next
Almost everything you hear about artificial intelligence today is thanks to deep learning.
(technologyreview.com)
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